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ʻʼWise man uses his own mind, wiser man also uses othersʼ minds”
said Bernard Shaw in 1930. It is still valid today to reach the
targets of todays more complicated business life. Today the
employee engagement surveys are no longer measuring the wish
to stay in the corporation but employees willingness to provide
positive outcomes from the position. In a survey by PwC in 2015
for employee engagement showed that the employees are feeling
more motivated in the case that they are included in the decision
making processes. Therefore it is obvious that the corporations
that will be willing to benefit of common wisdom will have more
success in the future…

In commonwisdom conferences employees are included in the
decision making processes on change management, problem
solving and cooperate in terms of establishing the strategy.

According to DC Academy Managing PartnerÇağlayan Bodur(PhD)
“Despite the fact that it is frequently ignored the secret to success
is to have a healthy organization. If we include employees in a free
and fearless environment to decision making processes on change
management, problem solving and strategic planning, we will show
them that we really care their opinions and this will motivate them
to have a more active role in changing environments.”

Benefits for organizations.:

• Time Management

• Enabling effective decision making
• Including everyone to decision thus making them accountable
• To have a detailed action plan
• To motivate the employees

Letʼs not forget: “People only support the environment they helped
to build.

Who is it suitable for?
• Corporations in the creation or

review stage of vision,mission
and values

• Corporations that are in the
changemanagement
organization

• Corporations thatwishes to
establish thework processes
with commonwisdom
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